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Abstract 

 

This thesis explores the production of informal trading space in the markets of Karachi, 

Pakistan. Karachi is a multi-ethnic migrant city that has a history of violent struggle between 

various ethnic groups following partition in 1947. Ethnic claims to space are highly politicised 

and have led to contest and division in the city. The research focusses on the mechanisms 

and contextual histories of economic spatial claims as they are intertwined with complex 

social networks and the power dynamics of multiple actors.  

Karachi is a divided city whose port-based economy has drawn extensive migration into the 

city. This has led to political and ethnic tensions and increasing violence between different 

ethnic communities. While the impacts of violence in Karachi on political divisions and 

ethnically segregated housing have been researched, their impact on informal trading sector 

of Karachi is very limited. This research addresses that gap. Drawing on the literature, the 

research defines the concept of informal trading space as space used for street trading falling 

outside formal legal and regulatory control, created by street traders and other urban actors 

through their actions, social relations and political and power dynamics. 

Based on case studies of three areas (towns) within Karachi, the former colonial commercial 

centre of Saddar, the 1970s informal settlement of Orangi, and the port-city of Lyari, and 

studies of informal space used for trading within the main markets of these towns, the 

research found extensive evidence of ethnically segregated and highly contested street 

trading areas. Street traders are unable to access trading space unless they are affiliated to a 

wider network of protection, either ethnic, political, criminal networks or market unions. In 

this context, urban street traders – particularly the urban poor – have to become affiliated to 

powerful actors and networks to survive. 

In conclusion, this research departs from the common perception in the literature of street 

traders as a marginalised group victimised by the state. In a divided city such as Karachi, the 

empirical evidence suggests a more complex reality, whereby street traders’ networks become 

complicit actors in the power struggle over economic gains, political domination and 

territory, and street traders are political actors in a wider struggle for power.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Introduction

The study is motivated by an observation of routine evictions and resurgences of street traders

in Karachi’s informal markets. In Karachi it is estimated that 75% of the working population

work in the informal economy (Hasan and Mohib 2003), yet despite its key role in providing

subsistence to a large population, informal workers are highly vulnerable in encounters with

state institutions and frequently face evictions and displacement. However, it was observed

that street traders return to their places after brief negotiation with local officials. Earlier

studies conducted by the researcher identified a need to further investigate the processes of

negotiation between street traders and other actors in order to understand the production of

informal trading spaces. Thus, the central focus of interest for the research is to explore the

key mechanisms and processes whereby street traders negotiate and, by such strategies,

establish spatial claims to trade in the city. The research demonstrates the manner in which

contextual embeddedness of street traders influences their capacity to draw upon the social

and political opportunities within distinct contextual settings.

Karachi provides sustenance to 24 million residents through trade, commerce, services and

endowment activities (Budhani et al. 2010). The city is also known for its extreme violence

and has been referred to as ‘the most dangerous megacity’ based on ethnic and political

encounters between established residents, and with incoming migrant groups (Khan 2013).

The violence has soared since 2000 – more than 20,000 people have been killed in last

eighteen years, with 2,700 killings in the year 2013 alone (Gayer 2014).

1.2 Background

Since partition in 1947, Karachi has experienced several influxes of migration which have

caused a rapid growth of population (Chapter 4). In two decades, the city has grown from
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13 million (1998 census) to an estimate of 24 million currently, which makes it one of

the fastest growing cities in the world (Khawar 2017). The formal provision has not met

the needs of the expanding population for housing, employment and utilities, leaving

many of Karachi’s residents to rely on informal provision to fill the gaps. The provision

of jobs and service delivery by informal actors was based on ‘ascriptive’ identities

(Pellissery 2013) – ethnicity in conjunction with political support, which further

reinforced the division among various contending groups in the city.

As a result of waves of migrations from various parts of Pakistan, areas of Karachi have

often become the site of intense turf wars among rival groups for land, political power

and ‘rent’. As one key informant said in the inception period of the research;

The issue/problems of people (here) might not be due to ethnicity but they

will definitely be solved through ethnicity (KI)

The early research suggested that the ethno-political control in informal trading spaces (ITS)

is exercised through various implicit and explicit mechanisms of conflict and contest, about

which very little is known. The operations and processes of the production of informal

trading spaces is the main focus of this research.

1.3 The Research Problem

Informality has become integral to the dynamics of urbanisation under neo-liberal policies

in cities of the Global South (Roy 2009; Varley 2013). The state’s incapacity and failure to

ensure the just distribution of resources brings informality to the centre stage of the broader

politics of access to employment and, housing opportunities (de Soto 2000; Roy and AlSayyad

2004; Brown 2006). The failure of economic policies to provide sufficient employment for

the expanding population leads to a tendency for the informal sector increasingly to provide

alternative or subsistence livelihood opportunities. The economic sector policies are biased

against the urban poor, exacerbating informality which has become a prime mode for survival

in the thriving market economy.

Urban informality is not only associated with the activities of the poor, or a particular status

of labour, or of marginal groups. Rather, it is a natural consequence of the paradigm of neo-
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liberal policies in which formal authorities of the state withdraw or deregulate their powers

and resources, to give personal or political favour to powerful non-state actors, creating a

vacuum of formal powers. This broader politics around control over opportunities and

resources brings multiple formal and informal powers into the contest, which the poor have

to negotiate to survive (Bayat, 1997; Ray Bromley, 1978; Cross, 2000).

Power struggles over the land, often lead to socio-spatial segregation by social, political or

religious groups in the city. The current discourse on informality explains this process of

spatial separation and division as being largely related to housing and land. However, the

implications of such divisions on the production of informal trading spaces remain an

underexplored field of research. Such divisions on informal trading spaces (both street and

market traders) are vital because any exclusion would limit the ability of the poor to engage

in employment activities.

Current studies of the informal economy have investigated how street traders locate

themselves in urban public spaces in the city (Rincon 2007; Brown 2006) in violation to state

regulatory mechanisms (Sarin 1982; Bhowmik 2007; Kettles 2007; Varcin et al. 2007). Other

studies on street trading have highlighted the embedded nature of street markets in broader

social relationships (Lyon 2007; Stillerman and Sundt 2007). A few studies have explored the

processes whereby street traders occupy places in the Middle East (Bayat 1997; Kafafy 2017),

and Latin America (Cross 1998; Donovan 2002; Crossa 2009).

Meanwhile, the literature on informal land development is focused on the processes of

development and occupation of land for housing in Karachi (Schoorl 1983; Van der Linden

1983; Lodhi and Pasha 1991; Hasan 2004, 2006; Hasan et al. 2013) and in other contexts

(Banerjee 1981; Alsayyad 1993; De Souza 2001; Jenkins 2004; Leduka 2004; Arnott 2008). As

Cross (1998, p. 44) suggests “while land invasion [for squatting] has long recognised

inherently political, the political nature of informal commerce (street trading)…[has] not

been studied carefully despite of its sensitivity to state politics”. Little research has been

undertaken on social networks and the ability of street traders to claim space in Karachi. This

research, therefore, examines this gap in the literature, in seeking to understand the complex

networking relations between street traders and other state and non-state actors, mechanisms

and hidden processes of claiming space in informal trading space through the a case of three
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distinct towns in Karachi – Saddar, Orangi and Lyari – and ITSs within one major market in

each town.

1.4 Research aims and objectives

In a city with contested socio-political spaces, informal actors with diverse social, political or

ethnic identities play a vital role in the production of informal trading spaces. This creates

contested spaces within a city, which on one hand provide groups with defined employment

spaces yet, at the same time exacerbates conflict and division in the city. Furthermore, this

division limits employment opportunities for certain social groups and forms divided spatial

zones within larger informal trading areas. This argument will be examined through a case

study of ITS within the three market areas of Empress Market and vicinity (Saddar), Aligarh

Bazaar (Orangi) and Jhatpat Market (Lyari)..

The aim of this research is therefore, to examine the production of informal trading spaces in

Karachi, and how the social capital of informal actors from diverse ethno-political identities,

and influence of contest, conflict and politics impact on informal trading spaces, and how this

contest affects the poor’s ability to access employment in the city.

To examine this aim the research stated the following objectives:

Objective 1: To examine critically the production of informal trading spaces and the factors

and actors that establish this process.

Objective 2: To explore different socio-political characteristics of informal trading spaces in

Karachi.

Objective 3: To examine the role of social capital of informal actors from diverse ethno-

political backgrounds in the production of informal trading spaces.

Objective 4: To examine the mechanisms and processes of spatial claim in informal trading

spaces.

1.5 Thesis structure

Chapter 2 examines academic debates around four broad themes: i) the link between

informality and informal trading activities; ii) production of informal trading space (ITS); iii)

impacts of social capital and power dynamics of actors or stakeholders on the nature and

configuration of informal trading spaces (ITS); and iv) how the conflict in the social capital
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and power dynamics among actors produces division in ITS. It explores the existing literature

around the key themes in order to position this study within this existing knowledge. The

review concludes by highlighting the gaps which this research seeks to fill.

Chapter 3 positions the research process in the context of both the research methodology,

and the research methods. The chapter outlines the theoretical implications for the

methodology, and the reasons for the choice of research methodology, with an overview of

the methods used. Finally, it considers the validity and reliability of the research findings and

issues related to ethics and safety. The justification for selecting the case study towns, and the

three market areas is also given in Chapter 3.

Chapter 4 outlines the context for the case studies, discussing first the wider context of

Karachi and then three case study towns. The chapter sets the framework for the research

for a thematic analysis of the case studies in the following two chapters. The chapter

demonstrates the contextual analysis, starting by discussing the economic and strategic

importance of Karachi, and the demographic changes associated with multiple waves of

migration, and how they have affected the ITS of Karachi. Finally, it describes the three case

study towns of Saddar, Orangi and Lyari. It gives a brief historical account of the development

of the areas, the contest between different groups in each area, and how political parties

intensify the contests in informal trading through identity-based politics.

Chapter 5 explores the social dimension of street traders’ networks in the case study markets

of Empress Market, Aligarh Bazaar and Jhatpat Market. The objective is to examine critically

the role of various social groupings in the production of informal trading spaces. In order to

understand the spatial dynamics of social groupings, the chapter examines the four main

types of networks that influence the acquisition of space in ITS. These networks are

specifically identity-based, political, criminal and market unions. The chapter provides detail

of the social groupings which exist in the case study areas, with the specific focus on how the

social groups align to identity and ethnicitiy-based, politically-motivated, criminal networks

or market-unions, with considerable overlap between these four domains.

Chapter 6 argues that claiming space is a key spatial strategy for the survival of traders in the

case study areas. The spatial claim of street traders in ITS – their territoriality – is primarily
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used as a way to claim control, or counter the control, of a dominant political, or economic,

group. This results in a division of territories, which can be seen as the spatial expression of

the power tussle within ITS amongst the various actors and networks described in Chapter

5. This chapter critically examines various mechanisms deployed to maintain territorial

claims between the two groups. It further examines the hidden processes that underlie

boundary making and spatial claims, and the role of middlemen in claiming and controlling

space and the overlapping claims between different institutions over space.

Chapter 7 concludes the thesis by drawing together the analysis. It develops analytical

conclusions by addressing each research objective to summarise the debate. The chapter

discusses the limitations in the examination of ITS. Finally, it concludes by identifying

recommendations and possibilities for future research.
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2. Literature Review

2.1 Introduction

This chapter explores the background literature which provides an understanding of the

process of production of “informal trading space” and the factors and actors that establish it.

There is little in the literature which directly relates to the production of informal trading

space, and so the chapter explores wider literatures on the informal economy and the

production of space to analyse and define the concept of informal trading space, and the social

capital and power dynamics that underpin its formation. The literature review aims to

position this study within existing knowledge and identify the gaps which this research seeks

to fill.

The literature review examines academic debates around four broad themes. Section 2.2 seeks

to conceptualise and understand the origins of the urban informal economy and street trade

in particular. It considers key debates surrounding the drivers of urban informality and

informal trading. Section 2.3 discusses key geographical theories relating to the production

of space and applies these to informal trading. This secton concludes with a definition of  the

key concept underpinning this thesis – Informal Trading Spaces (ITS). Sections 2.4 and 2.5

delve deeper into the concept of ITS. Section 2.4 examines the important influence of social

capital on the nature and configuration of ITS, with a particular focus on the role of networks.

Section 2.5 considers the significance of power dynamics between different actors in shaping

ITS, and how struggles between different actors are reflected in the geography of ITS. Section

2.6 is the conclusion.
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2.2 The informal economy and urban informality

This section explores the emergence of the informal economy in the background of urban

informality. First, it traces the evolving conceptualisations of the urban informal economy.

The second part outlines socio-economic and political drivers of urban informality, with a

focus on street trade. The findings of this section finally reflect on various debates and

concepts introduced earlier whilst addressing the gap in the current literature.

2.2.1 Conceptualising the urban informal economy

Debates on defining and understanding informality are diverse and inconclusive. Roy (2005)

argues that the identification of capitalist processes is a key reason of informality. Under a

neo-liberal development paradigm, urban informality is seen to have become integral to the

dynamics of urbanisation i.e. failure of economic policies to provide sufficient job growth for

the expanding population leads the growth of informal sector to provide alternative or

subsistence livelihood opportunities (Cross 1998a; Roy 2009). The widespread acceptance of

neo-liberal policies in the global South and the state’s incapacity to ensure just distribution

of resources brings informality to centre stage of the broader politics of access to employment

and housing opportunities (de Soto 2000; Roy 2005). These writers argue that capitalist-

driven economic policies, with the intent to create surplus values and profit, are biased

against the urban poor, and thus limit the access of the urban poor to formal jobs and services

leaving them with no option than to find alternatives in informal economic activities.

The ‘informal sector’ emerged as a concept in the early 1970s. The basic classification between

the formal and informal sector based on distinctive employment patterns was first identified

in a report on Kenya by the International Labour Organisation (ILO 1972). The categorisation

of informal sector activities in the ILO report included seven main assets: ‘(i) ease of entry;

(ii) reliance on indigenous resources; (iii) family ownership of enterprises; (iv) small scale of

operation; (v) labour-intensive and adapted technology; (vi) skills acquired outside the formal

school system; and (vii) unregulated and competitive markets’ and conversely for the formal

sector activities. The following year, anthropologist Keith Hart (1973), based on his studies
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in Ghana, used the term ‘informal sector’ to refer to small unincorporated enterprises and

individually based work that was not fully compliant with formal procedures.

During the 1990s and early 2000s collaboration between the International Labour

Organisation (ILO), the International Expert Group on Informal Sector Statistics, and the

global advocacy network Women in Informal Employment (WEIGO) led to a broadening of

the concept and definition of the informal sector to include unregistered labour, proposing

three broad concepts; the informal sector; informal employment; and the informal economy.

Chen (2012, p. 8) defines these concepts as follows: “the informal sector refers to the

production and employment that takes place in unincorporated, small or unregistered

enterprises; informal employment refers to employment without legal and social protection,

both inside and outside the informal sector (ICLS 2003); and the informal economy refers to

all units, activities, and workers so defined and the output from them. Together, they form

the broad base of the workforce and economy, both nationally and globally”.

This analytical framework was developed through work in different regions. Cathy Rakowski

(1994) based her study in Latin America and Roy and AlSayyad (2004) in their South Asia

and the Middle East studies categorise two different perspectives of urban informality:

structuralists and legalists. Structuralists see the informal sector as subordinate to the formal

capitalist system. Competition among formal firms allows the formal sector to outsource work

on low wages to reduce input and labour costs and thus to increase the competitiveness of

large capitalists firms. Hence, the nature of capitalist development is seen as being one the

prime reasons for growth of informal economy (Moser 1978; Portes et al. 1989). Legalists

argue that the informal sector is an alternative response to complex and retributive legal

processes that are difficult for micro-entrepreneurs, who therefore decide to operate

informally in order to avoid complying with restrictive legal procedures. An influential

proponent of the legalist approach is the Peruvian economist Hernando de Soto, who argued

that over-regulation is itself accountable for the spurring of informal sector growth and is a

consequence of excessive state regulation (de Soto 1989).

Various perspectives have been advanced over the years in the large and heterogeneous

discourse of the informal economy. Two other dominant perspectives; ‘Dualists’ and
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‘Voluntarists’ prevail. Dualists see the informal sector as a distinct economic sector, not

related to the formal sector. They argue that the existence of the informal sector is due to its

exclusion from modern economic opportunities and limited opportunities within the formal

economy to absorb excess labour due to rapid population growth (Hart 1973; Sethuraman

1976; Chen 2006). However, the divisions and groupings of micro-entrepreneurs that limit

the economic opportunities and access to resources of certain groups over others are not well

explained and explored in the above categorisation. Voluntarists see the informal sector as

more flexible and profitable than the formal sector. Unlike legalists, who find legal processes

of formal systems cumbersome, the voluntarists argue that micro-entrepreneurs seek to

maximise their incomes and flexibility by deliberately opting out of taxation and costly social

protection in the formal economy (Levenson and Maloney 1998; Maloney 2004).

It is clear from the literature that urban informality remains an uncertain and manifold

concept in urban and development debates due to its multiple interpretations in variable

contexts. Waibel and McFarlane (2012), based on the “Urban Planet” workshops series in

Berlin, explain four general approaches in which the formal–informal divide becomes

manifest:

- First informality is seen as a ‘spatial categorisation’ used to describe informality as those

territories outside the legal, political, economic, social and environmental margins of the

city. This spatial interpretation of informality as relating to marginal spaces in the city

was later challenged by many authors, such as, Diken (2005) who argues that the favelas

of Rio de Janiero are much more than marginal spaces in the city, both in physical and

conceptual terms. Informality is not confined to discrete physical or political boundaries,

but as Roy and AlSayyad (2004) argue it is the central logic of urbanisation under neo-

liberal policies.

- Second, informality is considered an ‘organisational form’, which sees informality as

characterised by unorganised, non-structured, ineffective and unregulated labour.

Although disorganisation sometimes characterises labour in the informal economy, in

practice such labour is often highly organised and disciplined; for example in Brazilian
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favelas communities have developed innovative and structured forms of social, economic

and political networks outside the formal sector developments (Arias 2004).

- Third, informality is categorised as a ‘government tool’. This approach explains how the

tension between the formal and informal is often deployed by states as an organisational

or regulatory device that defines particular domains and forms of interventions as

‘formal’ or ‘informal’. Roy (2009a: 10) also explains this formal / informal dualism in

relation to planning that “informality doesn’t lie beyond planning; rather it is planning

that inscribes the informal by designating some activities as authorised and others as

unauthorised, by demolishing slums and granting legal status to equally illegal suburban

developments”.

- Fourth informality is explained as ‘negotiable value’- this approach places informality

in the realm of the lived experience, the everyday struggle that is not opposed to the

formal but constantly interacts with it producing an interface, a space of interaction in

which people move from one category to the other.  Important proponents of this

approach such as Roy and AlSayyad (2004) explain informality as negotiable, which

does not exist in isolation from the formal city, as formal practices of the state have

blurred the boundaries between the formal and informal for political benefits. Thus the

state, by placing itself outside the law, uses informality as an instrument of accumulation

of resources and power for elite urban development. Roy (2009b: 83) furthers the debate

on informality as a negotiable value by seeing it as “a deregulated rather than

unregulated system” and also that “informality lies within the scope of state rather than

outside it” (Roy 2009a: 826).

The evolution of the literature, as reviewed above, suggests that an absolute division between

formal and informal is not possible. Varley (2013), considers the earlier debates on

informality as ‘binary thinking’ describing divisions that in practice do not exist. The

boundaries between formal and informal domains are always blurred and vary with respect

to the contextual realities (AlSayyad 2004). Yiftachel (2009, p. 89), also discounts the formal

/ informal dichotomy as a legal / illegal binary in spatial terms, considering the informal as
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“grey space - between the ‘whiteness’ of legality/approval/safety and the ‘blackness’ of

eviction/destruction/death”. The formal / informal divide is a multifaceted process of naming,

managing, governing and producing contemporary cities, in that informality and formality

fold into one another and even its definition oscillates within the same context due to

political reasons (McFarlane 2012).

The literature above, suggests a viable categorisation of the urban informal economy, arguing

that the blurring of boundaries between legal and illegal domains may be used as an

organisation tool for socio-economic, political and physical spaces of the informal economy.

This often leads to contested spatial zones with continual struggle between various actors.

This concept will be useful to take forward in this research and apply in contexts such as

Karachi where extreme multi-scale physical, ethno-political, and socio-economic divisions

exist.

2.2.2 Socio-Economic and political Drivers of urban informality

This section discusses the social and political drivers of informality and its spatial implications

on urban space.

Socio-economic drivers of the informal economy

According to Roy and AlSayyad (2004), urban informality is an organised logic for urban

transformation under a paradigm of neo-liberal policies, and does not simply relate to the

activities of the poor, or to a particular status of labour or marginality. The global

restructuring of cities under neo-liberal imperatives of profit-making and socio-spatial

enclosure forms the basis of socially and economically biased urban development (Brenner

et al. 2009; Butler 2011). It is a process that has resulted in significant socio-economic

inequalities in the urban domain by allowing selective enforcement of planning norms as

‘calculated informality’ (Cross and Karides 2007; Roy 2009). This ‘calculated informality’ is

used as a tool to benefit privileged classes and creates barriers for the urban poor, giving rise

to uneven geographies and divisions within cities (Roy 2009, p. 83). For example, in Karachi,

urban informality is used as a ‘government tool’ to benefit market investment – in 2003
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traders were removed from the downtown area, tagging them as a source of environmental

pollution and reclaiming the land they occupied for a mega shopping mall development

(Hasan et al. 2008).

de Soto (2000), links the failure of the formal sector to complex legal processes that act as a

barrier for micro-entrepreneurs to access formal markets. He presents an image of urban

informality as ‘heroic entrepreneurship’, and the creative response of the urban poor to

exclusionary market forces and the state’s incapacity to access critical goods and services

including livelihood opportunities. He explains informality as a system of property or

economic activity, in which the final product is legal but the development path is

circumscribed by complex and inefficient bureaucracy, unjust laws and administration

(Bromley 2004). Therefore, de Soto emphasises the importance of legalising the

‘mushrooming extra-legal sector’ in order to accelerate the economic development that will

also bring prosperity to the poor. However, de Soto’s theories of ‘legalising’ the informal

sector are based on impractical assumptions that have not taken into consideration the legal,

political, socio-economic and administrative constraints of diverse contexts (specifically

developing countries) and the prevailing neo-liberal market growth which controls

development patterns. Thus de Soto’s concept is an over-simplistic generalisation and

misleading for markets of the global south as it draws on developed world models and is pro-

capitalist (Bromley 2004; Payne et al. 2008; Otto 2009).

In general, studies of the socio-economic drivers of informality fail to fully recognise the

wider social influences on urban informality. Noticeably absent is a detailed consideration of

ethnic drivers which appear to be significant in Karachi. The ethno-religious divide amongst

the urban poor that controls the socio-economic spaces of the urban informal economy is

relatively under-explored; this research seeks to examine this gap.

Political drivers of the informal economy

The literature also finds evidence that the rise of alternative forms of governance to compete

for perpetual circulation of capital results in weakening powers of the state and a diminution

of its role and authority. Purcell (2002) argues that transference of state functions to non-
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state and quasi-state bodies shifts ‘government’ to ‘governance’ and thus “governing decisions

are made by actors who are not directly accountable to the local electorate and conventional

democratic control” (p. 101). Such actors may be legal entities, such as public private

partnerships, but more often decisions are made through informal processes driven by

coalitions of interest (Andrae and Bäckman 2010). In this context the state is tacit in its

support for urban elites, thus creating further disenfranchisement for the urban poor, who

are excluded from these processes.

Another key body of literature links the failure of the formal sector and rise in informality,

directly or indirectly, to failure by the state and official socio-economic and political

programmes to meet basic needs and provide equal access to urban goods and services to the

majority of the people. Roy and AlSayyad (2004) consider urban informality as the failure of

formal planning processes or as indirect state failure. They see urban informality both as the

reaction of the urban poor or marginal or excluded sectors of society and also as the

replacement of an old mode of urbanism by new urban processes. Roy (2003) argues the old

mode of agrarian transactions at the rural / urban interface was initially responsible for the

tremendous expansion of informal subdivisions and ever expanding illegal urban boundaries.

However, new urban actors have evolved as a result of liberalising governments for example

real estate developers, transitional investors and urban elites who have also become part of

this new mode of urbanisation or urban informality.

Roy (2009) also discussed informality as a result of state failure by suggesting the state itself

is a political construct, and that failure to support low-income populations can be intentional

or a side effect of neo-liberal policies adopted with the political objectives of benefiting from

global land markets or local land-based development. The blurring of the formal-informal

divide, suggesting that the formal government actors de-regulate markets intentionally so

that they can benefit by taking over as informal actors and providing goods and services to

the urban poor for personal or political gain (Lichbach 1989; Roy 2009).
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Political clientelism1 is also seen as another factor that excludes the poor from economic

opportunities. Several studies on street trading (Cross 1998b; Roy 2004; Bandyopadhyay 2009;

Crossa 2009) illustrate the importance of political clientelism in claiming and negotiating the

access to land and physical infrastructure. Auyero (1999) argues that political clientelism is

beneficial for those who are excluded from formal systems. Cross (1998b) demonstrates that

in the context of Mexico State, political parties manipulate competition between the leaders

of street traders’ group in exchange for their votes and other forms of political support.

The relationship between informal economy, workers and state actors is a complex process

of negotiation. Current studies on informal street trading highlight some of the factors that

impact street traders’ ability to negotiate their claims to access informal markets (Bayat 1997a;

Cross 1998a; Bandyopadhyay 2009), but the everyday relations of street traders with other

networks, political parties and other state agents have not been widely addressed. Therefore

this study will examine various street traders’ networks and the political capacity they acquire

over time to negotiate their claims with state and non-state agents in Karachi.

Spatial implications of the informal economy

The acquiescence of the neo-liberal state and related urban policies is also a significant extent

drives the development of the informal economy (Gilbert 2004). The exclusionary, biased

and uneven nature of capitalist development creates accumulation of resources in the hands

of a few and excludes the poor. The Marxist geographer, Harvey (2008), explains that the

evolution of the class phenomenon on an economic basis creates socio-spatial divides in cities.

He argues that the perpetual need for a capital surplus leads to the creation of exclusive, class-

based developments that dispossess the poor from profitable land to create new class-specific

1 Fox (1994; p. 153) defines political clientelism as ‘relationship based on political subordination’ in
which the least privileged class gain access to state resources by gaining political patronage of power
political groups.
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entrepreneurial opportunities for formal real estate development and market-led investment,

for example in city centres where urban renewal is often followed by gentrification.

Urban public space is the visible stage of socio-economic and political negotiation between

multiple stakeholders. City authorities use public space as a tool for their political and

economic domination and justifies the exclusion of poor from public space on the grounds of

city ‘beautification’, ‘aestheticisation’ and  ‘upgradation’ schemes (Roy 2005; Brown 2006).

Regulation and policies also enable urban elites to dominate public space. The urban poor are

thus in a continuous struggle with the city authorities and urban elites to access the public

space as their livelihood strategy.

Street traders are important claimants of public space, but there are many examples where

capitalist development has reserved the space for corporate investment to the exclusion of

traders, and thus the role of the state is confined to the facilitation of larger capitalist markets

(Middleton 2003; Cross and Karides 2007). In an example of street traders in Mexico, Cross

(1998a) argues that state provides patronage to the leaders of street vendor groups rather than

opening up powers to the masses. Thus, the state subjugates the voices of street traders at the

grassroots level by co-opting popular leaders and by using them for political benefit.

Empirical work on street traders in different contexts focuses on the division between the

government and the informal actors examining the struggle and negotiations between formal

and informal actors. This perspective does not explain the lateral division between informal

groups on the basis of religious, political and ethnic identities that exacerbates conflict and

violence regarding control over such public goods and services, which this research addresses.

2.2.3 Discussion

This section argues that urban informality is associated with the activities of the poor, or a

particular status of labour or marginality. The literature also suggests that informality has an

organised logic as a direct response to the paradigm and operation of neo-liberal policies (Roy

and AlSayyad 2004; Roy 2005; Brenner et al. 2009; Butler 2011). The control over land is key

in capitalist-driven development (Harvey 1985), which brings multiple formal and informal

powers into the contest.
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Power struggles over the control of resources, including land, often lead to power

contestation (Brenner and Theodore 2002), political conflicts (Lichbach 1989), violence and

socio-spatial segregation (Kliot et al. 1999) on the basis of social, political and religious

identities represented by various groups in the city (Hasan et al. 2013). These groups negotiate

informality through various forms of ‘spatial categorisation’, ‘organisational form’,

‘government tools’ and ‘negotiable values’ (or a combination of these at different scales)

(Waibel and McFarlane 2012), to gain access and control which limits the participation of

certain groups, thus exacerbates contest and division in the space.

The deregulation of powers of the formal authorities in order to benefit personally or

politically (Bayat 1997a, 2004; Hasan 2004) is also highlighted in street trading literature

where informal economy workers seek political clientelism to access the negotiation process

with state actors (Cross 1998b; Auyero 1999; Bandyopadhyay 2009). The role of the identity

of street traders in everyday negotiation process, and how their networks build political

capacity over time is less explored in literature, therefore this research seeks to explore this

gap.

2.3 Production of Informal Trading Spaces

The objective of this section is to explore the debates around the social production of space

to understand informal trading spaces. The section is structured into four sub-sections. The

first section reviews various theoretical perspectives on the social production of space. The

second section examines urban public space as a source of power and conflict and identifies

how various actors interact and negotiate in space. The third section works towards a

definition of the concept of Informal Trading Spaces – a pivotal concept to be used

throughout the thesis. The last section summarises the debates of production of space with a

focus on street trade.

2.3.1 The social production of space

Various concepts of space that have been discussed in geopgraphical literature, and have

evolved from an understanding of space as a quantifiable entity (one with immovable grids
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which lead to absolute space); to a relative notion of space involving non-Euclidean

geometries; then to spatio-temporality where it is impossible to understand space as a concept

independent of time; to relational concepts in which various processes shape the space, and

space itself does not hold any meaning; and to representational space and spaces of

representation (Jammer 1954; Lefebvre 1992; Massey 1994; Madanipour 1999; Harvey 2004).

This research specifically seeks to examine the social facet of space and argues that the

production of informal trading spaces falls within wider debates on production of space.

Spaces are a representation of daily journeys embedded in social and cultural realities of

individual experiences (Harvey 2004). Madanipour (1999, p. 879) explains that “the spaces

around us everywhere, from the spaces in which we take shelter to those where we cut across

and travel through, are part of our everyday social reality”. The relationship of spaces to

people is governed by human agreement that makes people live and act in certain ways. Searle

(1995) sees this ‘human to space relationship’ as an ‘institutional fact’. He defines another

facet of space as ‘brute fact’ which is independent of human-created agreements or

institutions, for example, spaces in cities that exhibit a collection of objects (natural and man-

made) and people. Objects and people do not exist in isolation or function independently.

Rather, the forces that govern interaction between ‘objects’ with ‘people’ or ‘people’ with

‘people’ are social conventions that tend to assign roles to human beings or symbolise the

objects.

Lefebvre (1992, p. 52) emphasises the integral nature of space and social relationships

suggesting that “space is a social and political construct, and it is in any meaningful sense,

produced in and through human activities and the reproduction of social relations; thus it

represent the spatial manifestation of social relations”. Carmona et al. (2010) also highlight

the interrelationship between space and society, arguing that space without a social content

and society without a spatial content cannot be envisioned. A similar concept of space as the

fundamental notion of our social existence is discussed by Madanipour (1999), who argues

that the spatial behaviour of human beings is defined by and defines the spaces around.

Expressions of fear, bliss, imagination, hallucination are all part of daily life and thus

interwoven with surrounding space; therefore, space and spatial relations are integral to
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social reality (Lefebvre 1992). Objects and materials in space only have a physical presence,

and they can only be significant or meaningful if associated with groups or institutions to

give them meanings in space (Madanipour 1999; Brown 2006).

Social space is subjected to diverse interpretations and meanings based on individual

experiences and feelings that transform into images and symbols that surround the individual

(Madanipour 1999). Each individual lives in their own spatial web that derives its meaning

from the cultural experiences and norms that thus define the nature of social space produced

by them. So different groups give different meanings to space – space has thus become

multilayered with distinctive combinations of individual symbolisms (Knox 1995;

Madanipour 1999). Thus, social dimensions are essential to the conceptualisation and

visualisation of space.

Lefebvre (1992) also argues that conception of space is impossible without an understanding

of the human activities and social relations that it encompasses, and thus he denies all

conceptions that consider space as mere a physical product or as part of the superstructure of

society. Smith (2003), furthers Lefebvre’s concept, suggesting that how space is ‘produced’ is

a central part of the mode of production in which space is used as a profitable commodity to

increase the exchange value. Mass production and bureaucratically controlled mass

consumption processes that aim for continuous capital surplus are important indicators of the

use of space as the central mode of production in which human relations are in constant

tension (Cross and Karides 2007).

Production of space is a multi-layered process of human relations derived from people’s social

experiences and spatial attributes. Thus, the understanding of space and spatial relations is

similar to the way we understand the other aspects of social life. Lefebvre’s ‘spatial triad’ is

the fundamental pillar in his book ‘Production of Space’ that explains spatial dialecticism

according to three principal characteristics (Lefebvre (1992):

i) Spatial practice is the perceived space based on social practice through which human

beings produce and reproduce themselves within space. This reflects the ‘multi-

layered’ urban space identified by Madanipour (1999), which is filled with the
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multiplicity and rich web of individual emotions that ‘produces’ space. Soja (1980:

31), explains that “space itself may be primordially given, but the organisation, use

and meaning of space is a product of social translation, transformation and

experience”. Lefebvre, also argues that spatial practice can also be seen as ‘deciphering

space’, in other words that people’s everyday perceptions and experiences of their

world, affect the conceptualisation of their space (Merrifield and Lefebvre 2000).

ii) Representational space is the conceived space of scientists, planners, urbanists, and

social scientists, which is in constant re-appropriation by those who are living within

it. The notions attached to these pre-conceived and conceived spaces belong to the

history of ideologies; power, knowledge and contextual experiences are embedded in

its representation (Casey et al. 1997). Conceived space is the dominant space of any

society because it is closely linked to the order of relationships imposed to achieve

the conceived space, constructed by assorted professionals and technocrats. Lefebvre

(1991), believes this space to be the “space of capital which express in monuments,

towers, factories, office blocks and the bureaucratic and political authoritarianism

immanent to a repressive space” (p. 19).

iii) Spaces of representation; are lived spaces, a combination of perceived and conceived

space, the spaces of everyday practice. These spaces, produced and modified over

time, represents a person’s actual experience of the daily life, where social relations

unfold, and thus lived spaces are inevitably central in everyday life and invested with

symbolism and meaning (Lefebvre 1992; Stewart 1995; Soja 1996). It is the space

experienced through complex symbols and images of its ‘inhabitants’ and ‘users’,

which overlays physical space, making symbolic use of its objects. These spaces are

felt more than thought, and are alive and elusive to the extent that thought and

conception usually seek to appropriate and dominate them. (Dimendberg 1998;

Merrifield and Lefebvre 2000).

The relations between conceived, perceived and lived spaces are unstable, and they resonate

and merge into one another with changing culture, life relationship and events. Lefebvre’s

spatial quest to expose and decode space is fundamental to understand the core of space

production, especially in modern capitalist-led processes of urbanization. For Lefebvre (1992)
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categorisation of space involves a harmonious relationship between absolute space (nature),

abstract space (mental or formal abstractions about space), and differential space (the space

influenced by human action or quest for the individuality of a social body, human needs and

corpus of knowledge).

Absolute space is a space carved out, usually built upon sites of nature (caves, mountain tops,

rivers) forged by intrinsic natural attributes (Stewart 1995). The natural qualities of absolute

space vanish with social processes of appropriation, production and modification; thus space

is layered with a second nature. Lefebvre symbolises the Greek city as an absolute space due

to its harmony between the artistic, religious and political forms (Dimendberg 1998). The

spaces of representation predominate in absolute space.

Abstract space represents an economic mode of life in which “reproducibility, repetition and

reproduction of social relationships” are given preference over nature (Lefebvre 1992;

Dimendberg 1998). The industrial and political revolutions of the eighteenth-century mark

the abstraction of space with the emphasis on the exchange value of spatial and monetary

practice displacing the use value. This transition marked a fundamental re-orientation of the

value of space.  Cities used to be of intrinsic worth for their ‘use value’, representing the oevre

or ‘work of art’ of city life – the benefits of urban living which accrue to all citizens.  With

the commodification of urban land, use value has been transformed into a monetarised

‘exchange value’, which supplants social values in urban living, and dispossesses those who

cannot afford the ‘exchange value’ of space (Harvey 2008; Smith 2008).

Thus space, especially in late capitalism, becomes a profitable commodity to be bought and

sold, thus exchanged for higher value, which contributes to the scarcity of space. Thus

abstract space is characterised by the disappearance of the qualitative and its replacement by

quantitative practices of measurement, exchange and calculation; i.e. the commodification of

space (Stewart 1995; Merrifield and Lefebvre 2000). This is best illustrated in bureaucratically

controlled mass production and consumption processes designed to perpetuate a capital

surplus.
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The quantitative representation of space in monetary or other terms gains inordinate power

over spatial practice and spatial representations and creates an abstract space that ignores its

qualitative attributes. The example of this space is the capitalist space of mass production,

erasing the differences between individual locations and contexts. Whereas, the counter

approach to this simplistic generalisation is what Lefebvre calls differential space that negates

the generalisation that shatters the integrity of the individual body, the social body, the

corpus of human needs and the corpus of knowledge (Stewart 1995).

The theoretical perspectives on the production of space reviewed in this section signify some

important points. The understanding of social relations of human beings reflects and is

reflected in the production of space, and these social relations modify the ‘brute facts’ of

human existence through ‘institutional’ arrangements (agreements) to create social space.

Lefebvre’s ‘spatial triad’ and categorisation of space holds an immense importance and

provides a basis to understand the production of space. However, the detailed account of

spatial dialectics by Lefebvre was mostly influenced Anglo-American geography and

urbanism, and does not explicitly explain the role of identities and associated power dynamics

in the production of space in the developing world.

Lefebvre’s work has also been criticised as an incomprehensible framework on spatio-

temporality which does not address the factors that shape human experiences and practices

in space (Unwin 2000; Smith 2003). Castells (2003) also objected to Lefebvre’s interpretation

of ‘the urban’ which in his view is oversimplified and explained as a ‘coherent scientific

object’, while the uniqueness and complexities of urban contexts are underexplored in

Lefebvre’s work. The explanation of Lefebvre’s spatial triad and space categorisation is limited

to the harmonious relationship and reciprocation of one type of space to another, in which

the ideological construction of the urban context needs further examination.

Furthermore, the derivation of power through an ideological construction of space and the

way in which power dynamics influence social relations in the production of space is an

unexplored dimension. In Lefebvre and other Marxist literature, power domination in space

is limited to exploring the economic division between rich and poor. Power dynamics within
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the lateral divisions of society and their impact on space and the ways in which, for poor

communities, these dynamics are constructed on a variety of identity-based social divisions,

such as ethnicity or political affiliation are not widely explored. This notion is missing in

current debates, yet it holds significance in the production of space in contexts such as

Karachi, which along with social processes need further exploration, especially in the context

of this research.

2.3.2 Urban public space: a symbol of power and conflict

Urban public space is an important asset within which relations of power are constructed and

deployed (Whitson 2007). These spaces symbolise political significance and thus are a

representation of the power of the state, where multiple actors interact to gain access and

control (Peach 1995; Dikeç 2001; Yiftachel and Yacobi 2003). Powerful actors, with greater

access to resources such as the state or capitalist entrepreneurs are able to create what De

Certeau (1984, p. 390) called ‘proper’ space. He explained proper space as being that which

“can be delimited as its own and serve as the base from which the relations with an exteriority

can be managed”. Cross and Karides (2007) argue it is the ‘proper space’ which delimits the

space claimed by capitalist entrepreneurs who use and control public space for their benefits.

With the tag of profitable use of public space, Low and Smith (2013) argue that capitalist

states justify the privitisation of public space for political and economic benefits.

Harvey (1985), argues that space is an ‘active moment’ in the expansion and reproduction of

capitalism. Many of the associated phenomena and practices of modern capitalism - i.e.

colonised and commodified, bought and sold, created and torn down, used and abused,

speculated and fought over – are internalised in space and these dynamics describe the nature

of space. In neoliberal forms of urbanisation, the spaces of informality (informal housing and

trading) are a direct expression of uneven power relationships between economic and

political elites, often between the state and the working poor (Whitson 2007). Capitalist-

driven urbanisation creates exclusionary class-based developments that dispossess the poor

from profitable land, and unjust treatment on the part of the state leaves the poor with no
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option except to seek alternatives for housing or livelihoods in informally occupied space,

often urban public space.

This research draws on the description of urban public space used for street trading proposed

by Brown (2006), which she argues should be seen as the “physical space and the social

relations that determine that space.  It includes all space that is not delineated or accepted as

private and where there is at least a degree of public or community use. This includes formal

public space in parks, squares and streets, and also space at the margins – between the

pavement edge and building façade, on road reserves or river banks, or in vacant and

unfenced lots – space where public access is possible but not formalised.  The definition is

independent of ownership, as such space may be in government, private, communal or

undefined ownership, but implies some sort of accepted communal access or use right.”

(Brown 2006, p. 22).

However, this definition does not explore the social relations that determine the space, and

how these are influenced and derived from power relations between different stakeholders

who claim space, nor the different levels of claim by different groups. Therefore, this research

seeks to broaden this definition and examine in detail the spatial claims built on power

hierarchies in the informal trading space of Karachi.

Public spaces are the most visible and contested domain where power relations are played

out between different stakeholders. Kilian (1998), argues that due to changes in social,

political and economic trends, and the rise of global capitalism, control of the production of

contemporary public space predominantly favours powerful actors and thus the state controls

power relationships within space. Public space has therefore become the ultimate locus and

medium of struggle due to the unimpeded commodification (Stewart 1995). State and other

capitalist entrepreneurs symbolise public space with their bureaucratic and political

authority and thus the ‘spatial practice’ (perceived space) in public space is dominated by the

‘representational space’ (conceived space).

Conflict between street traders and state actors over the use of urban place is an ongoing

process. Local governments in various contexts have attempted to evict street traders for
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many reasons including; pressure from corporate economic agents; the prevention of traffic

obstruction; and the imposition of law and order (Bayat 1997a; Cross 1998a; Seligmann 2004;

Brown 2006; Bhowmik 2007; Garcia-Rincon 2007; Donovan 2008; Hasan et al. 2008). Studies

on street trading also demonstrate that the abilities of street traders to subvert eviction

attempts by local state authorities varies in different contexts (Cross 1998b; Seligmann 2004).

However, the literature does not address the factors and processes that influence the street

traders’ abilities to negotiate the access in urban public space.

Urban public space is thus a representation of the power contestation amongst social actors

who compete for space. The competition and struggle to access the space creates conflict

between social groups/actors at various scales: firstly, by economic division, i.e. between rich

and poor, and secondly, by social division based on the ethnic, religious and linguistic

differences.

2.3.3 Production of Informal Trading Space

There is relatively little in the literature about the production of space and power relations

that frame ITS, but this section draws together those references within the street trading and

informal economy literature which provide some useful pointers for this research. Whitson

(2005) argues that informal work space is a space where multiple expressions of power are

found, which thus negates the standard dichotomy of power and powerlessness in a favour

of a multiform, complex conceptualisation of power. Cresswell (2000), also explains the

multiple expressions of power in space as “power that is not localised in a single institution

or actor, rather is seen to be something that is exercised by everyone, that is potentially

productive and at the heart of social relations” (p. 261).

A useful description of street trading recognising the heterogeneous and complex nature put

forward by Brown et al. (2010) draws for this study which defines street trade as “all small-

business entrepreneurs, generally own-account or self-employed  involved in the

manufacturing or sale of legal or socially acceptable goods or services who trade from the

street, informal market or other publicly accessible space (whether publicly or privately

owned), but whose operation takes place at least in part outside the prevailing regulatory
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environment and thus flouts either business regulation, planning codes or other legal

requirements”. The term excludes criminal activities. However, this definition does not

address multiple power expressions that are involved in the production of informal trading

spaces.

Street traders see urban public space as a key asset for their livelihood, where they can avoid

or minimise the overhead costs of rent and utilities that make their goods and services

affordable to the target group (Cross 2000; Cross and Karides 2007). At the same time, urban

public space is a contested domain where street traders are in constant struggle with city

authorities (Setšabi and Leduka 2008). In the case of informal trading spaces, multiple and

overlapping spaces of power come into play in which various actors - traders, city authorities,

formal enterprises, ethnic trading groups, political affliates, adjacent property owners or

informal landlords and others – interact to shape certain kinds of space (Dasgupta 1992;

Mackie et al. 2014), although the role of different actors and the interplay betweent them is

not widely explored.

Production of informal trading spaces is thus an underexplored subject within the literature

on informality. While urban public space is a key asset for the informal trading spaces and

livelihoods of the urban poor, it is entangled with multiple power relations and actors who

participate in the production of urban public space. The configuration of informal trading

spaces is dependent on the social relations of actors (producers/co-producers), but the

production of informal spaces of ‘trading’ remains underexplored.

Therefore, this research defines production of ITS as “space used for street trading falling

outside formal legal and regulatory control, which is created by street traders and other urban

actors who influence or control the use of urban public space, through their actions, social

relations, and political and power dynamics, which is the spatial manifestations of these social

relations and power dynamics”.
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2.3.4 Discussion

The dynamics of production of informal spaces for ‘housing’ and ‘trade’ differ significantly.

In the production of informal housing spaces, the urban poor are often forced to find space

away from the city centre, where they are faced with less resistance as compared to visible

and profit generating space (city centre) of the city. In contrast, the nature of ITS is

completely different because street traders cannot survive in the peripheral spaces; public

space which is accessible to their customers is an essential requirement for their survival as

these spaces act as a magnet for potential buyers. Thus, street traders become the visible

claimants/actors in public space who are in ongoing contest with other claimants of space.

Unlike housing, the production of informal trading spaces cannot be a hidden process but has

to be visible and open to public view, and hence require different kind of social relations and

political negotiations. Conclusively, power relations played out in urban public space to

produce ITS are an unexplored area in the academic literature, which this research seeks to

address.

2.4 Social Capital, networks and trust in the production of ITS

The definition of ITS in the previous section highlighted the importance of social relations

and networks and these are generally discussed within a wider literature on social capital.

Hence, the main objective of this section is to examine the role of social capital in the

production of ITS. The first part defines social capital. The second part examines both the

tangible and intangible dimensions of social capital and its importance for the urban poor.

The third part delves deeper into definitional debates surrounding social capital, before the

final part focuses on the pivotal concepts of trust and networks in social capital discourse.

2.4.1 Conceptualising social capital

Debates on defining and understanding the role of social capital in the informal economy are

diverse. However, there is a common thread amongst these debates, and a consensus on some

basic concepts, including; social capital as a relationship of trust and reciprocity, networks,

norms, interactions and ties that are developed by a group of people to acquire resources for
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their livelihood (Coleman 1988; Bourdieu 1989; Knoke and Kuklinski 1991; Fukuyama 1995;

Castells 1996; Portes 2000; Middleton et al. 2005; Lewandowski 2012).

The original development of the concept of social capital is traced back to the work of French

sociologist Pierre Bourdieu and American sociologist James Coleman, who used small or

dense groups as the core of their inquiry. With some noteworthy disparities, both scholars

focused on the central idea of ‘ties’ between individuals and families as an important measure

of accumulating benefits (Portes and Landolt 2000). Bourdieu in his highly influential work

‘Distinction’ identifies three dimensions of capital: economic capital (directly convertible

into money and may be institutionalised in the form of property rights); cultural capital and

social capital which transform into each other to accumulate the benefits within a group

(Schuller et al. 2000). However, the primacy of economic capital remains intact in his debates

as he argues the eventual diminution of all three forms to economic capital, to advance social

positions within specific socio-economic or cultural domains (Portes 2000).

Hence, through the acquisition of social capital, groups or actors gain access to the economic

resources (loans on easy instalments, subsidised construction materials, jobs, vending

businesses or sites) and enhance cultural capital by gaining access to experts and professionals

and government officials through group ties and associations, banking on ‘power with’ and

‘power to’ aspects of empowerment (Section 2.5). Thus, the definition of social capital extends

beyond an individual asset to the communal relationship between and among individuals.

The recognition of social capital as mutual networks and trust, formed by individuals or

groups, is defined by Bourdieu (1977, p. 51),  as “the aggregate of the actual or potential

resources which are linked to possession of a durable network of more or less institutionalised

relationships of mutual acquaintance and recognition…which provides each of its members

with the backing of collectively owned capital”. This ‘power with’ notion of empowerment

reproduces social relations in a given context, and thus impacts social production of space,

beyond the confines of conventional ‘representation of space’ (Section 2.3.1).

Economic, cultural and social capital within a group is represented by ‘nobiles’, the

individuals who are known and give voice to the interests of the entire group. Bourdieu

(1986) explains these ‘nobiles’ as representatives (individuals) who have acquired symbolic
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power. Symbolic power is associated with the social authority and position of an individual

(or group), who is richly endowed with any form of capital (social, cultural or economic) and

thus attained symbolic character (power) in society (Bourdieu 1989; Siisiainen 2003).

Acquisition of symbolic power is the basis of ‘symbolic capital’ which Bourdieu (1989)

describes as granting the power and authority to individuals in the group, based on

recognition and social position in the group, community or society. Thus the social position

of actors accrues power and, therefore, increases the individual’s capability to advance the

position in the social network for the attainment of communal interests or goals. Bourdieu

(1986, p. 249), explains the social position of an actor in the network, arguing that “the

volume of social capital possessed by a given agent……..depends on the size of the network

of connections that they can effectively mobilise”. Thus a strong and effective network

enhance social relationships and positions of actors, and therefore, grant them power to

influence in political negotiations and decisions.

In contrast, Coleman (1988) defined social capital by its function as “a variety of entities with

two elements in common: They all consist of some aspect of social structures, and they

facilitate certain actions of actor whether persons or corporate actors within the structure”

(Coleman 1988; p.98; 1990, p.302). In his definition, social capital is viewed as a resource that

can be drawn upon; its presence encourages certain actions, which facilitates the

accomplishment of mutually beneficial ends. Coleman (1988), argues that “social relations

constitute useful resources for actors through processes such as establishing obligations,

expectations and trustworthiness, creating channels for information, and setting norms

backed by efficient sanctions” (p.103-04). Moreover, social capital in the family and

community play a crucial role in creating human capital (defined as individual skills and

abilities) in the next generation (Leonard 2004).

Both Bourdieu and Coleman worked on social capital within tightly confined groups,

focussing on strong ties and bonding and consequential mutual cooperation and benefits

within that group. However, their narrative is limited and does not explain social relations

and ties between other groups formed on identity-based social divisions, such as ethnic,

political or religious divides that create a lateral division within society. The construction of

groups on an ethnic identity basis, as argued by various researchers (Budhani et al. 2010) in
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the case of Karachi have created a spatial segmentation in the city. The rift in social relations

between the groups is also reflected in the spaces produced by the actors of opposite groups

(Kaker 2014). This spatial segmentation has been explored in relation to housing and low-

income settlements, but is not sowell-developed as a lens through which to examine

operation and spatial patterns of the urban informal economy, particularly street trade.

Therefore, the spatial segmentation due to fractured social capital in informal trading space

needs to be investigated further.

2.4.2 Networks and Trust

Work of Robert Putnam is significant here, as he extends the concept of social capital beyond

‘ties’ within dense groups or families to ‘networks’. His work on social capital is highly

acclaimed being fundamentally based on three components; networks, trust and norms.

Putnam (1996, p. 56) gave a concise definition of social capital as “the feature of social life-

networks, trust and norms that enable participants to act together more effectively to pursue

shared objectives”. He suggests that “physical capital refers to physical objects and human

capital refers to properties of individuals [whereas] social capital refers to connections among

individuals – social networks and the norms of reciprocity and trustworthiness that arise from

them” (Putnam 1996, p. 56). Networks and trust are the two key concepts that are discussed

more frequently in the social capital literature by many authors, (Fox 1974; Gambetta 1988;

Luhmann 1988; Knoke and Kuklinski 1991; Fukuyama 1995; Castells 1998) whose work are

most citied in social capital literature. The  terms ‘norm’ and ‘obligation’ are so general that

their application in social theory and research cannot be properly covered.

Social networks and trust hold noteworthy importance in the context of this research where

identity based grouping, networking and divisions play vital roles in the production of

informal trading spaces. Multiple identities lead to groupings and division in Karachi (Gayer

2003). Karachi is the hub of diverse socio-economic, ethnic, political, and other groups from

all over Pakistan, whose networks contribute significantly to divided spatial zones. The two

important dimensions of social capital, as discussed above, ‘network’ and ‘trust’ are discussed

in detail in this section.
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Network

The key dimension of social capital is a network, which Castells (1996, p. 470), defines as a

‘set of interconnected nodes’. These are important institutions that informal actors are

associated with to gain legitimacy.  Networks are “open structures, able to expand without

limits, integrating new nodes, as long as they are able to communicate within the network,

namely as long as they same communication codes” (Castells 1996, p. 470). The significance

of networks in social relations holds primary importance for the flow of information and for

building common interests. Thus, social relations are strengthened by the networks and the

transfer or flow of material and non-material resources helps in the extension of the network

and in integrating new nodes into the existing structure (Knoke and Kuklinski 1991). This

expansion of network with new resources forms a social network, which Meagher (2005),

defines as the “capacity of social forces to provide a flexible regulatory framework embedded

in popular relations of solidarity and trust” (p. 218).

Although there is no consistency in the definition of ‘social networks’, considering the scope

of this research the term here is stated as “informal organisational arrangements based on

social ties” (Meagher 2007, p. 219). In the case of fragile states and markets, social networks

have the capacity to negotiate by informal means and are capable of filling the vacuum in

formal institutions and regulatory bodies (Stiglitz and Dasgupta 2000). In the context of

informal trading, social networks perform an organisational role by offering informal

mechanisms of socio-economic and political coordination (Seligmann 2004; Crossa 2009).

Social ties within and among the networks play a significant role in the socio-economic and

political negotiations with formal power structures (Meagher 2006). The nature and

configuration of social networking and its linkages with other social networks and power

structures is vital in the production of ITS. In order to understand the role of social capital,

in the context of this research, the classification of social networks used by Meagher (2005)

is useful to discuss here as it gives two perspectives of the social network. First, is the ‘the

social capital approach’ and second the ‘institutional perspective’.
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Social capital approach

The social capital approach is also referred to as the ‘embededdness approach’ which sees

social networks more as a property of groups and communities than of individuals. Within

close bonded groups, relationships of kinship, friendship and ethnicity shape a compact

network of solidarity and cooperation which has the tendency to enhance economic

efficiency through the mobilisation of cheap labour, training, information, etc. (Portes and

Sensenbrenner 1993; Granovetter 1995; Waldinger 1995). Social networks are also viewed as

resources that allow marginalised groups to combat the institutional constraints and forces of

exclusion within a society (Lomnitz 1977; Long 2001).

Another important dimension within social capital perspective put forward by Ouchi (1980),

Powell (1991) and Powell and Smith-Doerr (1994) is the ‘governance approach’. In this

approach, means of earning livelihoods or filling gaps in the formal economy is not seen as

informal, rather, as an innovative alternative to inaccessible market-based economic

organisations. Social networks are considered as flexible and efficient under conditions of

economic instability (Powell and Smith-Doerr 1994). For example, in Mumbai, India, the

proliferation of informal social networks within the formal governance of urban service

provision are situated within the broader set of innovative initiatives adopted by the urban

poor against inaccessible neo-liberal market conditions (Weinstein 2008). In the same paper,

citing an example of Dharavi, a squatter settlement in Mumbai, Weinstein argues that

residents gained access to basic utilities and services by being the members of such informal

social networks (vardhabhai), while others were lacked the facilities. In exchange for the

services provided by the informal networks, these organisations were able to strengthen their

links to formal political institutions and community networks. These were later seen as a

threat to city law and order and thus to safety and security. Since these ‘networks’ of

individuals and groups or ‘nobiles’ can also be categorised as examples of informality, in terms

of livelihood etc., thus the thesis addresses the gap in the literature on informality, identified

in Section 2.1, and proposes that informal ‘networks’ are mechanisms which fill the gap

created by the failure of the state in the impartial provision of urban services.
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Institutional approach

The institutional approach argues that social networks are not an independent entity, rather

they are shaped by the institutional practices ingrained in the particular context. The

institutional perspective connects social networks with issues of history, power and

institutional process (Meagher 2005). It emphasises that social networks are not defined by

their autonomy from the state, but, in fact, are shaped by the nature of their relationship with

the state at the micro (local) and macro (city/national) level. The regulatory capacities of

networks are formed by institutional practices embedded in the particular context and this

also reflects in the nature and type of linkages of social networks with the wider society and

state (Grabher and Stark 1997). In the case of Mumbai, as Weinstein (2008) argues, the state

coalesces with informal networks (‘ghoondas’ – informal organised groups) to execute its own

development objectives.

Similarly, Viqar (2014) presents a case of an ethnically concentrated neighbourhood in

Karachi, where people trust their localised networks of powers, so the state deliberately blurs

the boundaries between legitimacy and illicitness and, therefore, people rely on these local

social networks. Thus, the institutional perspective also suggests the argument that formality

and informality are linked and interdependent. The institutional approach also highlights the

role of power relations within social ties and network. It goes beyond the notions of strong

and weak ties within networks to class formation and social exclusion processes under

punitive market conditions (Blokland and Savage 2001). Sayer (2001) argues that influence

of power is as important as solidarity in the networks and moreover in the case of Mumbai

and Karachi that the groups are associated with kinship networks, and their access to political

negotiations with the state and formal institutions are governed by power dynamics within

and between the groups.

Both social capital and institutional perspectives of social networks exclude those who are

outside the close network. The social capital research makes the assumption that social

relations within a community equate to community participation and cooperation (Lyons and

Snoxell 2005a). However mutual relationships within a community are subjected to other

variables and are context dependent, so that friction is created, resulting in a disparate set of
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social features, such as trust and norms. Closely linked with this is the struggle of social capital

to determine the relationship between individual, small groups and large structural

organisations. The understanding of interconnections and struggles between different scales

of social networking and their subsequent impact on the production of space is of prime

importance in setting the context of this research. Most of the existing research focusses on

the social relations within a close knit group while excluding other scales of network, so the

inter-linkages and complexities between micro, meso and macro levels analysis seem to be

an under investigated area in literature. The current research aims to bring forward

understanding in these various areas.

Trust

Trust is another significant feature of social capital. American political scientist Fukuyama

(1995, p. 26), defined trust as “expectation that arises within a community of regular, honest

and cooperative behaviour, based on commonly shared norms, on the part of other members

of the community...these communities do not require extensive contractual and legal

regulation of their relations because prior moral consensus gives members of the group a basis

for mutual trust” (p.26). Another comprehensive perspective on trust is found in the work of

Fox (1974), who offers three major perspectives. First, he identifies ‘institutionalised trust’

suggesting that although trust is usually thought to be based on personal relations, in reality

trust and distrust “are embodied in the rules, roles and relations which are imposed on, or

seek to get accepted by others”. Thus, he argues that personal relationships of trust between

individuals are actually structured and institutionalised. Second, he identifies the ‘high and

low-trust situations’ based on the level of reciprocity. Fox (1974) argues that reciprocity

between individuals characterises the level of trust between them: in the short term, the trust

level will be lowest, and for longer-term enduring reciprocal relationships trust will be

higher. He also identifies the distinction between vertical and lateral trust, found in conflict-

affected situations due to conflicting power relations within a group or institution. Variable

power hierarchies across different socio-economic, cultural and ethno-racial groups de-

stratify trust relationships and thus result in division and conflicts in the society. While,

within the same socio-economic, cultural and ethno-racial group the trust level is much
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stronger, which Putnam (1993) relates with voluntary associations, it is more lucid in the case

of lateral trust through interactions and reciprocity.

2.4.3 Social capital; importance for the urban poor and link with informality

Several authors suggest that the urban poor use multiple assets to overcome their livelihood

vulnerabilities and thus mitigate the risks and shocks of limited access to urban resources

(Wallace et al. 1999; Seligmann 2004; Bhowmik 2005; Lyons and Snoxell 2005b; Meagher

2005). Moser (1998), categorises the assets of the urban poor as ‘tangible’ assets such as labour,

human capital and housing and ‘intangible’ assets such as household relations and social

capital. The urban poor use these assets strategically for their livelihoods by making networks

of social trust and connections (Lyons and Snoxell 2005a; Lewandowski 2012). Furthermore,

Moser (1998) argues the vulnerability of the poor in terms of their ‘resilience’ to overcome

the negative effects of changing socio-economics and competitive market scenarios. Thus,

individuals, households or communities who are rich in building up the assets will be less

vulnerable and more responsive to the negative trends and insecurity of the environment.

Thus, the urban poor build an asset portfolio which is an important poverty reduction

strategy, that Moser (1998, p. 5) describes in her analysis of the ‘asset vulnerability

framework’. Rakodi and Lloyd-Jones (2002, p. 6) argue the urban poor’s ‘survival strategy’, is

a non-static view of their abilities to construct livelihoods. This concept recognises that

people may be poor, yet have alternative non-material or non-monetary means to support

their livelihoods. Such means include skills, labour, friends and family, experience in certain

contexts, health and others which they can draw upon or develop at different times.

In the context of street traders, these intangible and non-monetary resources become

essential to the formation of networks of trust and social relations. Empirical work on social

capital from various contexts on informal trading sees such trading as an important asset

forming active reciprocal support networks, family ties and bonding, networks of social trust

and connections (Macharia 1997; Lyons and Snoxell 2005a, b; Meagher 2006; Pratt 2006;

Kadushin 2012). These help to enable traders to generate collective actions and to access

political spheres. For example Lyon (2007) describing Ghana’s street traders sees trust and

family ties as the fundamental factors in building social relationships with other traders,
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buyers and wholesalers. Family ties initially helped new street traders to access the network

and with time to build connections and networks. Lyon found that through repetitive

interactions, trust developed among street traders, and thus helped the formation of a strong

network that helped them in developing credit relationships without the need for cash.

Stillerman and Sundt (2007) similarly, in their research on street traders in Santiago and Chile

highlight the role of embedded networks (kin- and non-kin networks) in the reciprocal

support to manage the risk in dealing with legally perilous and unfriendly context for street

vendors.

However in the context of Karachi, the notion of social capital involves a complex web of

actors.  Mechanisms of collaboration, social relations/networks and trust are dictated and

controlled by multiple factors (Budhani et al. 2010). The poor are categorised by political,

religious, and ethnic heterogeneity. This variance can facilitate network formation, but such

differences can also hamper or militate against bonding. The factors that impact on the ‘asset

vulnerability framework’ of the poor are multi-layered and multi-faceted, and vary from

power dynamics at the city level that shape macro level political processes to socio-political

fragmentation at community or tribal scale that has a major impact on the production of

space. These factors are important to investigate, especially in the case of the proposed

research context. Detailed analysis on the impacts of power dynamics and political processes

on the production of space will be examined in the next section, while this section focuses

on social capital and their related debates.

2.4.5 Discussion

One of the central virtues of social capital is that its role extends beyond individual agents to

communal relations between and among agents/individuals, institutions and social

sections/units. This is important for the urban poor, as lacking income they need assets to

become resilient against socio-economic hardships.  The most discussed notions in the social

capital literature are the relationship of trust, ties of kinship, solidarity, reciprocity, and

networking.
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In the background of informal economy, social networks are portrayed as an alternative way

to gain access to the negotiations with the formal actors for the attainment of livelihood

resources. The negotiations for spatial control is derived from the power dynamics and

relation within and among the groups, thus the stronger social network has better access to

resources and vice versa. However, the current debate on social capital amongst street traders

is primarily focussed on close-knit or dense groups formed on the basis of economic division,

and does not further explore the social groupings formed on ethno-political and religious

grounds.

Thus the fragmentation and conflict in social relations within and among social networks

(either formed in isolation or in conjunction with formal institutions) on the basis of ethno-

political and religious divisions, and the consequential patterns of interaction and

negotiations for spatial control and dominance that results in divided spatial territories of

informal trading is thus an important dimension that needs further examination.

2.5 Power dynamics and the production of ITS

In addition to social capital and networks, the definition of ITS puts significant emphasis on

power dynamics and political processes. Therefore, the main objective of this section is to

understand the influence of power and political processes in the production of informal

trading spaces. First, the section explores the dynamic relationship between power and space,

highlighting the importance of claimed spaces, which are created by less powerful actors in

response to the dominant power holders. Next, these claimed spaces and the role of substitute

power are explored in the context of informal trading. It also examines the way in which

informal groups are organised in a diffuse and networked pattern. The section then delves

briefly into literatures on the power struggles that exist between traders and representatives

of the state. The findings of this section are then finally drawn together to rethink the role

of power in ITS.
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2.5.1 Dynamics of Power and Space

Conceptualising Space

Space is directly derived from the expression of power and in which it becomes the primary

resource for power (Hirst 2005). Social theorists, geographers and anthropologists rejected

the metaphysical conception of space as an empty container, a field, or as an inert and passive

holder of social relations, cultural meanings and political confrontations (Dimendberg 1998).

Lefebvre (1992, p. 24), argues space is not an inert container, but rather is; “a social

product….. it is not simply ‘there’, a neutral container waiting to be filled, but is a dynamic,

humanly constructed means of control, and hence of domination, of power”. In other words,

space is an active vessel of social and political conflicts.

The social and political conflicts inherent in space are the expressions of power struggles

among multiple actors who contest the control of spatial resources and the income-earning

potential they hold, through the deployment of diverse forms of power (Whitson 2007).

Space is the centre stage of the power struggle among various actors, which reflects the nature

of the space (Gaventa 2005). Power cannot exist in isolation without a subject, or subordinate,

but needs a subject, or actor, to influence, to control, and to gain authority in terms of actions

and resources (Foucault 1982). The relation between power with the subject can be

‘unilateral’ when one actor exercises power over the other, or ‘bilateral’ when both actors

exercise power over each other (Goldhamer and Shils 1939). The nature of ‘unilateral’ and

‘bilateral’ power relations among the subjects can be identified as ‘negative’ or ‘positive’,

whereby oppression of actors to gain a superior position is considered as negative and

destructive (Lukes 1974).

However, power is not always oppressive or exclusionary. Foucault, for example, denies the

negative notion of power and proposes that “we must cease once and for all to describe the

effect of power in negative terms: it ‘excludes’, it ‘represses’, it ‘censors’, it ‘abstracts’, it

‘masks’, it ‘conceals’. In fact power produces - it produces reality; it produces domains of

objects and rituals of truth. The individual and knowledge that may be gained of him belong

to this production” (Foucault 1977, p. 194). The negative and positive notions of power are
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relative, as in the case of urban informal economy. Informal power structures, according to

some authors, such as Hall and Pfeiffer (2000), are considered to be non-conforming and

deviant as they render cities ungovernable. Other authors, such as Bhowmik (2005); Roy

(2005); Budhani et al. (2010), consider informal power structures as a positive response to the

shrinking formal job sector and in the provision of goods and services to the urban poor.

Contest over public resources between non-state actors in the city can result from the absence

of formal political government as the service provider and regulatory authority. In this case,

the deployment of power is not localised in a single institution, or actor, rather it is the

possession of everyone and its efficacy can be gauged through social relations at various scales

(Cresswell 2000). Social relations enable a power struggle to dominate and control. Foucault

(1982, p.781) categorises this ‘struggle’ in three types: i) against the form of domination

(ethnic, social, religious); ii) against the form of exploitation of the capabilities which separate

individuals from what they produce; and iii) against subjection and forms of subjectivity and

submission that make the individual submit to others.

Such power struggles prevail either in isolation, or in conjunction, but one form of power

usually dominates, depending upon the context and the subject’s relationship with power

(Foucault 1982). In order to resist against domination, exploitation and forms of subjectivity

power disseminates from one subject/actor to another. (Gaventa 2003, p. 3) explains

Foucault’s notion of power as ubiquitous rather than concentrated and he argues that “power

is neither wielded by individuals, not by classes, nor institutions – in fact, power is seen as

dispersed and subject-less, as elements of broad strategies but without individual authors.

Rather than wielding power, subjects are discursively constituted through power; their

actions may contribute to the operation of power”.

Power relations in space shape the boundaries of participation and control the involvement

of actors in the produced space, dictating who may enter the space, with what motives and

intentions and with what identities and discourses. (Hayward 1998, p. 2) explains the

Foucauldian idea of boundaries as an expression of power, whereby power operates “as the

network of social boundaries that delimit fields of possible action”. The power relations that
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control or delimit certain actors in a space depends upon the influence of a power holder on

the subordinate group. Goldhamer and Shils (1939) categorises the power exercised to

influence the subject in three forms: ‘force’ – the influence of a power- holder on the subject

through a physical act (attack, or imprisonment ); ‘domination’ – to influence behaviour by

imposing the notion of a power-holder on the subject (command, or request); and

‘manipulation’ – to influence the behaviour of the subject without making explicit the notion

of power-holder.

The exercise of power in shaping the boundaries of participation could either be one of the

above (‘force’, domination’ or ‘manipulation’), or a combination, depending on the context

and actors to participate. For example many ethnic, or religious, based minority groups

deliberately occupy a space in the city to express their physical and ideological territory, thus

delimiting the access and participation of other groups. Cornwall (2004, p. 25) explains such

spaces that shape identity and participation as ‘organic spaces’, or ‘sites of radical possibility’,

where the excluded class raise their voice against the exclusionary, or uneven, form of

development. Gaventa (2005, p. 12) considers such spaces as ‘claimed/created’ spaces, which

are ‘created by less powerful actors from, or against, the powerful holders’. Other literature

defines these spaces as ‘third spaces’, or spaces that are the direct expressions of hegemonic

and uneven development where deprived masses dismiss ‘hegemonic space’ and create spaces

for themselves (Soja 1996).

Claimed/created spaces and substitute power

To understand the dynamics of power in ‘claimed/created’ spaces, the concept of ‘substitute’

power by Goldhamer and Shils (1939, p. 174) is significant to understand informal power

structures. ‘Substitute’ power appears when the legitimate and designated power fails to

execute (Goldhamer and Shils 1939). In the context of African countries, Utas (2012) refers

to the role of ‘Big Men’ (informal economic and/or political actors) as ‘substitute’ power and

an alternative form of governance that fills the socio-structural voids of weak and/or absent

state institutions. In order to counter a social-legal marginalisation by the state that would

benefit large corporations - to which Roy (2005) refers as intentional absence of state - street
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traders take over as substitute (informal) powers to legitimise their economic activity (Cross

2000). Other studies on informal trading have examined the role of informal institutions that

substitute for state provision of public goods (Casson et al. 2010; Golub and Hansen-Lewis

2012), and particularly ethnic-based groups that use innovative enforcement mechanisms as

a substitute for formal rules and regulations (Meagher 2006; Casson et al. 2010).

Informal trading space is the direct expression of uneven power relationships exercised in

society due to neoliberal policies. Uneven development is the visible expression of the

geography of capitalism, which is thought to create a terrain of political struggle leading to

social exclusion and gentrification (Smith 2008). The political struggle of capital

accumulation has marginalised and deinstitutionalised disadvantaged groups, such as the

unemployed, casual labourers, street traders, and which, creates a landscape of uneven

development of class struggle (Bayat 2000). Smith (2008), argues that uneven development is

the evident expression of production of space under capitalism that blurs the division of

labour for the production of surplus product. In addition, the surplus production spurs the

bourgeoisie, or wealthy, to expand the basis of surplus. Several authors of the street trading

literature argue that the underlying factors of the state power over street traders, such as

evictions, displacement and harassment, operate in order to promote economic globalisation

(Middleton 2003; Hansen 2004; Setšabi and Leduka 2008).

The shaping of cities by the logic of capitalism has triggered a process of social exclusion and

informalisation. The spaces of social exclusion, as discussed earlier in this section are claimed,

or created, spaces where the absence of formal power is taken over by ‘substitute’ or ‘informal’

power in order to legitimise its influence in the accession of goods and services (Goldhamer

and Shils 1939). The interaction and role of actors in space is complex and is constructed by

various forms of political power. The role of informal power structures in the provision of

housing outside the legal domain for the urban poor targets spaces that are hidden, or less

profitable, from the lens of capitalist markets. Therefore, the informal actors organise and

form a network by augmenting the strength of the powerless group through collective action

and social mobilisation. However, informal trading spaces differ from informal housing land

by virtue of their shared nature, temporality, and often competing claims on space. Informal
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trading space is also an expressions of ‘created/claimed’ space (Soja 1996), however it is subject

to power relations because it occupies public space, which tends to be the most visible and

contested space in the city (Brown 2006).

Diffuse and networked control

Power relations influence the articulation of space in which power is exercised, in which

conflicts are pursued and social control attempted (Hirst 2005). The spatial implications of

power are seen in diffuse, or networked, attempts to control a fixed territory, which impact

on political engagement and the exercise of institutional powers (Allen 2004). Diffuse

patterns are explained by Bayat (1997) as a ‘passive network’ in which street traders act as

atomised individuals, and become active for collective action at the time of a complex

situation, such as the threat of harassment, displacement, or eviction. As the collective actions

are instantaneous and unstructured in the case of a ‘passive network’, they tend to be volatile

and lead to situations of conflict rendered in a public space (Bayat 1997b). Urban public space

is, therefore, a locus for power struggles where street traders contest to attain social and

political power. (Cross and Karides 2007; Setšabi and Leduka 2008).

Some examples of networked patterns of control are discussed by Viqar (2014) (also

mentioned in Section 2.4.2) in an ethnically concentrated network in Karachi that was able

to participate and negotiate in state level politics. The strong horizontal connections built up

on ethnic trust and solidarity enabled certain communities’ access to socio-economic and

political benefits at the state level.

2.5.2 Power and its role in the Production of Informal Trading Spaces

Understanding power dynamics is essential in understanding the socio-spatial divisions in

ITS. There is a constant power contestation among various actors (formal and informal) over

the control of resources. The power struggle (to control, to exercise, to hold, to profit) is

socio-economically class-based. This is driven by complex geographies of power as Allen

(2004, p. 22) suggests, in which ‘power is seen to flow upwards and downwards through the

different scales of economic and political activity’. In the case of street trading, which by
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virtue of its nature occupies the most visible domain of public space, power relations are in

constant flux among formal and informal actors for economic and political interests (Bayat

1997a; Brown 2006; Madanipour 2013; Brown 2017).

At the city-level, formal actors exploit power relations to form political alliances with groups

of potential voters (in this case street traders) in return of their electoral constituency (Cross

1998a; Auyero 1999; Baken 2003). Thus, the power dynamics of city-level politics defines the

nature of spaces produced, including informal trading spaces. For example, in the case studies

of street markets in Mexico City, Cross (1998a) argues that formal actors (state and other

political institutions) compete for government positions so that they can develop a patron-

client relationship with street traders. This relationship between formal actors and street

traders works in two ways. First, the state can control the demands of a subaltern group by

limiting vested power to control access of the masses to one person on the other side, a leader

or representative of the group, and thus avoid horizontal mobilisation. Second, and in

response, street traders can subvert this narrow point of control by acting as political actors,

for example, demonstrating en masse, to prevent the usage of state power against them and

manipulate their powers to gain the entrepreneurial incentives to expand their markets and

spatial configuration.

In a socially divided city, Peach (1995) explains that spatial segregation on an ethnic, religious

or socio-cultural basis is a result of contestation amongst groups in order to maintain their

political power and assure basic economic and social needs. This contestation is also reflected

in the poor’s access to public space for their livelihoods, as it is mediated, contested and

negotiated through multi-layered factors that represent the constant struggles of street

traders with various power holders, including; city authorities, formal enterprises and other

competing interest groups (Bromley 1978; Bayat 1997b; Cross 2000). Yiftachel and Yacobi

(2003) also hints at the power contestation in the making of urban space, in which, powerful

groups rule out minorities (‘ethnic’ – as referred in the paper) and thus, reconfigure space

through domination.
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2.5.3 Rethinking Power and ITS

The production of informal trading spaces is a result of political processes that involve power

contestations that define the inter-relations between various powerful actors and sources.

Political actors of the state exploit the needs of the poor for their legitimacy and benefit, by

creating a vacuum of formal, and legal, power. The power vacuum is created either by

governmental failure to distribute goods and services evenly, or through intentional

abandonment in the interest of capitalist markets. It is then filled by power intermediaries,

or an excluded group with informal and substitute powers. Ethnic, political, class, and/or

religious fragmentation in social relations within the informal sector is also reflected in power

struggles, and thus exacerbates contestation and segmentation in the production of trading

spaces.

Therefore, spatial segregation (based on groupings that allow power-holders to maintain, or

upgrade, their powers) form the boundaries of participation that exclude, or control, the

access of certain groups in processes of space production, and thus produce divided trading

spaces in the city. However, the power dynamics and the impacts of spatial segregation to the

production and nature of informal trading spaces is a relatively under explored area in the

academic literature that requires further investigation.

2.6 Conclusion

This review has explored various strands in the literature including debates on; urban

informality, the production of space, social capital, power, and the role of power in the

production of ITS. The broader theoretical discussions on the informal economy suggest that

it is a diverse sector with complex relationships between actors, including the state, street

traders and social groups that underpin processes of urban development. Urban informality

has been variously conceptualised, but usually in relation to the formal sector, which assumes

state marginalisation and the victimisation of informal economy workers. For example, Roy

(2009) argues that the state selects ‘calculated informality’ in order to benefit the privileged

class, which leads to socio-economic inequalities in society. The tacit assumption is

sometimes that the urban poor are a unified group and there is a relation between informal
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groups and state actors. This assumption, however, limits the understanding of the

complexity of relations within the informal economy and its wider urban setting. Another

image of urban informality proposed by de Soto is ‘heroic entrepreneurship’ – the creative

response of the urban poor to exclusionary market forces, also based on the broad

generalisation of the formal/informal dichotomy, whereby the complex legality of formal

institutions is assumed to be the main reason why the urban poor choose to work in the

informal sector. This model does not address the multiplicity of actors who have stakes in

both formal and informal sectors, for example political parties, who are responsible for

limiting the access of urban poor based on their identity or political affiliation.

The failure of local state institutions is due to the transfer of decision making power from a

local scale to either central, or provincial, scales is another crucial point in the emergence of

informal powers. As Purcell (20012) suggests, decisions made by actors that are not directly

accountable to a local electorate, opens up the possibility for informal power groups to

consolidate their claims. This is an important inference to take forward in this research in

order to address the complex relationships between local, provincial and federal levels of

governance (Chapter 4).

This review has demonstrated an extensive theoretical discussion on the production of space.

This research will draw on the production of space, proposed by Lefebvre (1974), as an

expression of power, which is produced through human activities and social relations. This

study will explore various conceptions of urban public space, including ‘proper space’,

‘capitalist space’, and ‘profitable space’ (used as a commodity to increase the exchange value),

in order to understand the underlying social, economic, and political processes between

different actors. Thus, this thesis puts forward a concept of the ‘production of informal

trading space’ which is under-theorised and under-explored in the street trading literature.

Social capital is a key attribute in the informal trading literature that operates to claim,

negotiate and access trading markets. This review suggests that networks within social capital

discourse are fundamental to understanding ties of kinship, solidarity, trust and reciprocity.

Meagher’s (2007) interpretation of social networks as ‘informal organisational arrangements’

is instrumental for this research, however, the study argues that informal organisational
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arrangements are an ongoing process of forging, making, negotiating and shifting alliances

between street traders and other actors such as police, municipal agents and political parties..

These alliances are critical in understanding the social capital of street traders who dismiss

‘hegemonic space’ and create spaces for themselves, which Gaventa (2005) defines as spaces

‘claimed or created’ by subordinate actors against more powerful actors. This research

challenges the assumption that state and neo-liberal institutions are always the most powerful

urban actors, and provides a lens to examine the complex relationships of power between

street traders and other actors, who are involved in the production of informal trading spaces.

Thus, the literature review has provided a framework for this research in the context of

Karachi, where ethno-political networks are powerful groups in the processes of negotiating

and asserting spatial claims.
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